
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Bai Jerbai Wadia Library 

       Fergusson College (autonomous) Pune 

 

     Procedure for Weeding Out of Books 

 

The College has two discipline – namely faculty of Arts and faculty of Science. 

The student strength of the college is above five thousand students. Bai Jerbai 

Wadia Library serves as the central library for all stakeholders and there is 

consistent flow of students and teachers for reading and referencing work. The 

library is now automated and also hosts two computational centres for students. 

Reading material in the form of books, reference books, journals and periodicals 

are constantly used and over a period of time these materials get worn out and 

some become absolute due to revisions in the curriculum. The Library Advisory 

Committee (LAC)  looks into day to day affairs of the library. The LAC in its 

recent meeting decided to weed out books/ reading material which has become 

absolute/ worn out/ out of date. The process of withdrawing such unserviceable 

reading material from the circulation in library is called weeding out or discarding.  

 

Reasons 

  

1. Older editions of  Reference books such as Year Books, Annuals, 

Handbooks, etc., are weeded out as they are to be replaced with new 

editions. 

 

2. Out of date and out of syllabus books weeded out to be replaced with the 

new editions/ revised editions of reference  books. 

 

3. Some books, after their use for a few years their pages become brittle, such 

books listed for weeding out. 

 

 

4. Books and journals mutilated by readers must be withdrawn from the 

circulation. 

 



5. Library faces acute space problem to accommodate reading material due to 

ever increasing  stock of new books/ reference books, therefore it is essential 

to weed out unserviceable materials. 

 

Procedure 

 

1. Books for weeding out will be indentified, the cost and the worth of the each 

book will be verified and a list of potential material for weeding out will be 

placed before the Library Advisory Committee for its approval. 

 

 

2. Books/Material approved by the Library Advisory Committee for weeding 

out will be entered in the register and Catalogue cards will be removed. A 

“withdrawn” stamp will be placed in the book before disposing it off. 

 

3. The books/material may be disposed of by  offering them to affiliated 

colleges, individual readers or sold as scrap.  
 


